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DISCLAIMER

I write about lifting heavy things, jumping around like a

maniac, and other acrobatic-athletic pursuits. Upon

entering this website, you waive any right to take legal

action against me from putting into action things that I

write about. In other words: you can’t sue me. For any

reason. Direct damages, indirect damages, intestinal

spillage, eye liquid leakage, anything. Not only physical,

but also mental, social, personal, entrepreneurial, or

anything else. By being here, you accept your own risk

and do not put Anthony Mychal (or any linked content) at

fault for any mishap that might occur, or any resultant

damages.

SHARING

My words are ultimately a combination of words I’ve heard from others. If I say something that lights a fire within you,

and you want to tell others (or formulate your own ideas on top of my idea), you have every right

here is uncopyrighted insofar as you’re free to use any information you see here, provided you include a link back to

http://anthonymychal.com.We need to share ideas, not steal ideas. If I make

that screw driver better, you have every right to give it a go. Let’s all learn together, but let’s all be respectful of each

other’s ideas. So if you want to link, share, or distribute my stuff, you have the green

appropriate reference
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DISCLOSURES

This website doesn’t have ads, so I make up for the

money in other ways. Sometimes I link to products that,

when clicked through, make me money. Sometimes I’ll

visit other bloggers. Sometimes people buy me lunch.

Sometimes I buy people lunch. Sometimes people send

me clothing and I wear it. Sometimes I get

and I promote it because I legitimately enjoy what I’m

promoting.

Basically, I have to say that I’m potentially involved in

some sub-dermal way with any content I post. So just

assume I’m making millions of dollars and every word I

post makes me money (even though it doesn’t). That way,

you’ll never be fooled.
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LESSONS FROM MYTHOLO

Zeus gave Prometheus—a Titan known for his

forethinking mind—the responsibility of creating man

from clay. As any artist could tell you, seeing the “bigger

picture” from the start is an important part of creating.

Do exercises because they get you closer to where you

want to be, not because they’re popular.

GETTING A GOOD START

If you’re new to the game, you can build muscle while you

get to your solid base, only to gain muscle without

fat from there. But it all starts with taking the right first

step.

These eight exercises are a huge first step.
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1. THE FRONT SQUAT

The front squat is the squat of choice. In the front squat,

the upper back is called upon to stabilize the load. So not

only are the glutes, quads, and hamstrings (to a lesser

extent) going to get their work on, but so is the back.

back is muy importante.

If you have any kind of knee pain during the front squat,

check out An Athlete’s Guide to Chronic Knee Pain

couldn’t squat at all in the past because of severe knee

pain, but now I can do anything...even pistol

squats...pain free.

The theories inside An Athlete’s Guide to Chronic Knee

Pain took my knees from a snapping, crackling, and

popping mess to being able to do anything wit
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2. THE 30 DEGREE INCLINE PR

Unless you’re a powerlifter, there’s truly no reason to flat

bench. People that have out of proportion upper chests

are only going to make their problem worse by flat bench

pressing. The incline press still gives us a little oomph

behind pressing power and also gets our upper chest

moving and grooving.
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3. THE CHIN-UP

I consider the chin-up to be the ultimate exercise for

those questing for the “X” physique. It’s the exercise

responsible for making lats that get stingrays feeling

jealous.

Traditionally, a chin-up is done with a “palms facing the

body” grip. But if your elbow gives you problems you can

switch to a neutral grip of palms facing away (pull

grip.

(You don’t have to use rings.)
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4. THE CONVENTIONAL DEADLIFT

When done properly, there’s really no lift as “full body” as

the deadlift. The power of the deadlift for the x physique

lies within strengthening and growing the entire

backside.
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5. THE OVERHEAD PRES

The overhead press has fallen in popularity, but it’s

making a comeback. Although this exercise is tough to

progress on, it’s the main shoulder meat builder.

You have to be patient with it. Coddle it at times. Attack it

at times. Don’t get frustrated.
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6. THE BARBELL ROW

The barbell row has really dropped out of popularity, but

it will build your back as a whole unlike any other

exercise. When combined with the conventional deadlift

and the chin-up, you’re on your way to good things.

To maximize working muscles through different angles,

do the barbell with an overhand grip and with the torso

parallel to the floor. Don’t rest the weight on the floor

between reps. For our purposes, it’s better to keep the

muscles under tension.
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7. THE PARALLEL BAR

The parallel bar dip is a controversial addit

most people have an out-of-proportion chest. Their lower

chest dominates, which is why the bench press is

excluded.

The dip is important because it hits the triceps better

than any other exercise and isn’t afraid of packing meat

on the shoulders. If you have any upper chest issues, keep

the reps low and only descend until your upper arm is

parallel to the ground.

(Rings aren’t necessary.)
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8. THE BARBELL CURL

The standing barbell curl is one of the most underrated

exercises despite what some groups say about curls being

“for the gurlz.” Embrace the non-conformity: don’t listen

to ‘em.

If you have any thick grip bar or thick grip attachment,

use them for this exercise.

Curls jack the heart rate up and are a nice arm builder

and strengthening for other exercises down the road.
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PROGRAMMING THE 8

There are a lot of programs out there designed for

“everyone.” I’m not a big believer in throwing around

programs designed for “everyone,” as progress will differ

from person to person.

Someone with thin wrists will likely struggle with upper

body pressing more than someone with thicker wrists.

Stuff like this is often overlooked.

To this point, I only have the eight lifts programmed for

skinny-fat sufferers. This program can be found within

The Skinny-Fat Solution.
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